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About This Content

Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.

Based on the powerful Government handgun, but given a stylish design made especially for Parker. Its ammo capacity has been
sacrificed in order to add more power, due to Parker's reputation for high precision.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Parker's Government Handgun + Custom Part: "FBC"
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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TL;DR: You'd like to play a DOTA-like game without the stress and rage of PVP gaming with some friends? This game is for
you. (Not worth for solo though).
=============

Meet Bloodsports, a futuristic take on ancient Roma's gladiators. You play a character among 8, each with a set of class skills
geared towards one of the classic MMO roles (tanker, striker, healer, crowd-controller) to take on hoards of enemies and defend
a nuclear missile (your core).

Game is classic in mechanics but very good in implementing them. Each class has its own feeling and variety of tactics,
combining skills and items to bring out powerful abilities.

Obviously the game is made to be played with friends. It's nice to play a few hours in solo but gets repetitive quickly. With
friends, it's basically up to your own love for the genre.

As for realization, nothing to criticize: the art is nice and develops an identity to the universe, music and off-voice contribute
weel to the cynical atmosphere, and I have no memory of any bug.

Although it's no more updated, unfortunately, game is still worth its full price. You'll net between 10 and 40 hours of fun
depending on your taste for the genre and how many friends you play with.
 When on sales, it's a premium pick if you have at least 2 other friends interested.. This should be at least a few bucks and labled
stress relief .... It's incredible how it relaxes and opens your mind.. KINDA GOOD, BUT WHY GABEN GAVE ME A FOIL
TRADING CARD?. This is very interesting thing... For every pro, there's a con that takes the pro out of the picture.
On top of that, the devs seemed to have completely abandoned the game and not listening to player feedback at all.

Now let's begin with the list of Pros and their corresponding Cons.

PRO: Controls are fluid and responsive.
CON: The above statement is only valid when you use a gamepad; however, even if you use one, you CANNOT REMAP its
awkward buttons scheme, which is atrocious to say the least. Don't even try to play this with keyboard + mouse.

PRO: The graphics are great.
CON: Extremely limited graphic options, lack of fullscreen support (only supports either few or none of your resolutions).

PRO: The audio sounds pretty nice and exciting.
CON: The audio quality is very bad, and voice acting is all over the place, lip-sync is terrible.

PRO: It's Ace Combat + Blazing Angels!
CON: It's also every thing bad from both games to the factor of 10.

PRO: The game is actually pretty fun.
CON: But only for 1\/3 of the time when you're actually shooting stuff. The bombing, the spying, and everything else are the
opposite of fun. Especially if you take into account that there's a TIMER that basically serves to extinguish any fun to be had.

PRO: It can have up to 85%-off discounts.
CON: Yeah, sure, but getting yourself a hotdog probably gives you more satisfaction than playing this game.

I believe that sums this game up pretty nicely.
If you are determined to play this game, my recommendation is: wait for there's a trainer or mod, and get yourself a program to
rebind button controls.. I tried this on Viveport and then I bought it. I enjoy it thoroughly. I feel they've captured the feeling of
being in the cockpit very well. The controls are easy enough to get the hang of- I could see the potential for expanded
controlability via a flightstick controller- maybe a 'detailed control' option or something- but, the basic controls are simple and
easy. I've seen ppl complain about the blurry FOV or not being able to see the drones very well- that to me seems more like
reality- your radar will see them a whole lot better than you will, at long distances and high speeds. The future potential of this
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platform seems amazing- dogfights, chaff\/flare countermeasures, ATG or CAS missions, other planes(A10 Warthog?? omg)- I
have very high hopes.. I met a pink haired Mangaka who did'nt mind Flaunting her Supple thighs, a shy Pervert and chick who
didn't care about me peeking through the door while she showered. I wanna be an Art Teacher so bad. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bqKbWJxyzX0. A varied loco, with wonderful textures but frankly space age physics.

Pros:
- You get a reskin

Cons:
- Not worth \u00a311.99 just for a reskin
- Do NOT get this unless you want to spend your money on nothing!

. NOT recomenned, but mostly in a sale, \u00a311.99 is really quite steep!. Recommended more as a quick fix while waiting for
the next Lost Crown adventure.. Silly and fun game. Worth a play if you're fan of the Worms series or want to try a different
sort of mini golf game
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naw its not aight. This is an awesome game. Very colorful. Very beautiful. Fun and engaging.
. Good platformer, I appreciate the variety of levels, good game design. It’s original and beautiful, great work.. Wonderful game
despite its weaknesses, but those are what holds it back from really being a masterpiece.

The art, animation and music are all gorgeous. It is amazing how much detail has been put into every sprite and how fluid the
animations are. The music is absolutely phenomenal and gives the game a very immersive surreal atmosphere, especially when
combined with the visuals and the consistent thematic design.

The puzzles are quite unique and enjoyable while the platforming is balanced and reasonable. It manages to uphold a very
consistent level of challenge that is stimulating without being frustrating or unfair.

There are a lot of things to collect and the game has been designed to force you to replay the level multiple times to get them all,
but the levels are each relatively short and so replaying them isn't even a negative experience. Often players have to approach
the level in a different way to get all the collectibles which adds to the variety of the replay as well.

There is a degree of roughness to the polish of the game that shows up from time to time. Noticeable glitches every few levels,
the Tanuki are way too mechanically unrefined in comparison to how demanding at least one puzzle is which requires you to
manipulate them to progress. And there is that one jump in the dark caves, which requires the player to jump at an exact
specific frame at the very edge of the block just to make it and progress.

The game explains very little to the player, and several things such as quest items and useable items are totally unexplained.
Which makes it a trial and error process to learn what each useable item does, and you do have to buy another each time you use
it. While the quest items remained completely unexplained. There are multiple secret paths which lead to entirely new levels,
but you only unlock them by finding secrets in other levels nearby. So if you do not find the secret, you just miss out on the
special level and or have to run around adjacent levels messing around looking for a secret that could be anywhere.

The second greatest weakness of the game is the boss battles. There are only four, and they are each very underwhelming. They
try to incorporate the games existing mechanics into the fight, but totally fumble it and it just becomes a relatively easy
lukewarm momentary pseudo fight. It feels like the developer literally just could not come up with any passionate, inspired
ideas for boss fights and they just did whatever they could manage to come up with. The fights are extremely anticlimactic and
just awkward while only providing slight difficulty; usually from the fight gimmick being unrefined.

The greatest weakness of the game though is the lack of any story. The game is so meticulous in building a vibrant, genuine
world and yet the world is completely empty of characters or plot. A massive opportunity missed, players have no idea why the
protagonist is running around doing what they are doing. And it ends with the player having no idea why they just did everything
they did. The whole time, they never actually talk to anything and there is never any sense of purpose to what is happening. No
conversations with interesting, quirky folklore characters and no weird child in a fantasy world plot unfolding from level to
level. Two things that could have been done, and would of added so much onto the world and the overall experience, but were
not.

For seven dollars the value is fantastic especially for such an intricate and detailed experience. But it is just so unfortunate that
the lack of compelling boss fights and any kind of narrative creates such a giant hole in the experience. Absolutely devastating
for a game that had so much potential beyond being more then just a generic indie puzzle platformer, but didn't take the steps to
go the full way.. I'ts a good game i like it, because of the story and grapics, but the mp is dead. Definetly not Vigil: Blood
Bitterness! The most stupid and worst graphic game of all the stupid games of steam! It is not like terraria or minecraft or any of
those other games with bad graphics, it is just not a good game overall! Do not recommend!
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